
Interview by Prof. Magnus Gunther: 

This is an interview with Leslie Rubin 

Capetown: 

31 of July, 1.995 

Just want to get a general statement from Leslie on the conditions 

for this interview. 

LR: My first reminiscence about this whole business of moving from 

nice orothdox conventional resistance to something foreign is I 

think I'm right in saying .. talking to Stan Ace .. and I think 

he said something to me about "you know the time has 

come to really do something" I said what do you mean by 

"really do something" . 

MG: This is '60 - 61" Chaumpville. (spelling??) 

LR: That's right . I'm talking to him, I think he must have been 

in London . I was there quite often. He sort of left an 

impression on me. And until then I was the orthodox 

conventional model who believed in complete freedom and who 

did everything you could within the framework of constitution 

and action and all that sort of thing .... and I began to 



think that there was something in the idea of moving to 

some kind of physical action that my attitude was rather 

ambivalent and rather cautious about it, I was still very 

much the sort of old fashioned Liberal that didn't believe 

in violence period. 

MG : And Stanley didn't say what he had in mind? 

LR: No he pretty well indicated that some sort of sabotage . You 

know I think by then I was thinking along the lines of "yes 

that's the time that has really arrived. You try and shake 

these bloody *------ - -(27) up and make them realize that 

they've got to do something to change the situation in their 

own interests and the interests of everybody in South Africa. 

And I think I was beginning to think along the lines of some 

kind of sabotage stopping short of anything that involved 

"you know" really* · . . . . . . (31) human beings and all that 

kind of thing, so this was my thinking. I have a regulation, 

you seem to have forgotten it of walking around the 

quadrangle or whatever they call it at Westminster School 

which I got to know through John Lang, and putting this idea 

to you ... this is one of the regulations that you don't seem 

to remember saying to you "I thought the time has come really 

stop this talking 

MG: Right ... Do you remember at all what my reaction was? 



LR : Oh! I think you sort of looked up to me, and you know this 

was the "wise old man'' . You were I think a bit taken aback 

by this. I think it was the first time you heard anything 

like this, and so that's chapter one of my story . 

MG: Yes indeed. 

LR: And then the rest of the story, of course, concerns John 

Lang . 

MG: You knew John obviously a long time . 

LR: John of course you knew was from South Africa, and I knew 

him as a bit of a wild boy . 

Freedom Raid. 

MG : Did you know that at the time? 

Because, you know, he ran 

LR: Oh! yes, I was one of the few people who knew . I remember 

his brother David, who since died, was absolutely horrified 

when he heard what John was doing . But John had told me, 

because I was with John one evening and he came back with 

this bag and he opened it and this was the thing you know 

MG: The radio 

,,., 
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LR: The radio. 

MG Can you put a date on that at all? 

would it be 60's? 

I can check, but 

LR : Oh! no, it could be earlier. Oh! yes it could be before . 

Then I remember you see about that is that (what's his name 

the speaker) he got stories connecting John with this and 

Spiengler ... Donald Spiengler found out about this and John 

sued for damages and I always remember this lovely home he 

and Brenda had - he called '' Spiengler faulties 11 • 

MG: He got compensation! 

LR: Oh l yes he got damages, and he says that that's how he could 

afford to buy that place . 

MG: Now you knew of John, the Liberal party or when you were in 

high school . 

LR: I knew John right from the beginning of the Liberal Party 

and he, incidentally, was one of the group (war veterans 

torch commander), that's where we first met. The war 

veterans torch commander starts petering out and it breaks 

up into two groups - one was the Federal people , the Natal 

g r oup and the other was the Liberal group and John at first 

was with the Federal Group and he eventually switched and 



supported the Liberals. We remained very good friends and 

then time marches on and r 1 m in Ghana and 

MG; You were independently of John, you left South Africa , 

resigned from the Senate. 

LR: Yes I left South Africa, I resigned from the Senate. 

MG: What year was that? 

LR: 15th of January 1960. I made the government a present of 

six months salary. They owe me * (82) the 

representation in June of '60. The law had been passed in 

1959 promotion gone to self government. 

Ghana. 

MG : Ghana has approached you about coming or 

And so I'm in 

LR: What happened was, we had visited Ghana in 1959, I wanted to 

see this first independent state. Pearl and I do a trip 

overseas, we stop over in Ghana 1 I get VIP treatment because 

Incruma had read my pamphlet . 

MG: This is apartheid 

LR ~ rhat's right, and Geoffrey Bing. 



MG: Oh! you meet Bing there . 

LR: Ob! yes, he meets me at the airport, with champagne all that 

sort of thing, and they are making a great fuss of me. 

MG : You meet Begamah and Incruma? (spelling of names??) 

LR: Well, I didn ' t meet Begamah that time, buc I met Incrumah 

himself. And he wanted to meet me and he advised me to come 

there and take an appointment at the University in the 

Faculty of Law and to be the first Director of the Institute 

of African Law . Because I had written on African culture 

and law and so that's fine, we think about this and we 

go off and see the rest of Europe do our trip and then we 

come back and we decide eventually, it was a very difficult 

decision, that we accept this offer, leave South Africa , and 

we leave and I resign from the Senate and on the 15th of 

June I go . Pearl didn't come with me she stayed behind to 

sell the house and clear things up with Martin our younger 

:j,t son and 15th of June we arrived there . Very shortly after 

that . .. now I must have letters about this somewhere . . . 

I think I get a letter from John and he is now talking 

about detailed plans about organizing physical resistance. 

Now that's interesting . . . . as early as June '60 . 

LR : Oh l yes , now I can't remember whether at that stage he 



mentions the idea of the famous boat. The copper 

bottomed ship . 

MG: It's along the letter , you already outlining that. 

LR: Yes, I'll probably be able to find this letter because ~ 

(! Co<. .- l ~ 
as a result of this, I speak to a chap called Adam Coe 

who is a Professor of English who ended up with Bradford 

who first went to the States at Harvard and we were very 

friendly. Coe and Varner teaching here and the point 

C "'A<-about Coe was that he knew Begemah (spelling?} . 

MG: He was a black American? Coe. 

LR: Coe, no , he was an Englishman a white Englishman teaching 

English but he was a Quaker very interesting human rights 

MG : 

-and all that sort of thing and he had met Begemah. You 

know he had already been there £or a year or so (newcomer) 

and I want to meet Begemah because I want to put to 

Begemah the *------(126) of getting money from Begemah 

and I'll tell you exactly what sticks in my mind. Getting 

money from Begemah for this plan of John's and I think 

by then it must have crystalised into the idea of a ship 

which would go down the east coast. 

This letter of John Lang's seems to be quite crucial in 

the history of all this. Do you remember is this a 

1 



longish letter a two, three or four pages? 

LR: Oh! yes John always wrote long letters and I'm pretty 

sure he must have detailed tbe idea. 

MG : And may have talked about the New African, I'm just 

questioning? * _ _ _ (135 ) land, I don't know,* 

refugees out, whatever, T don't know. 

LR: I can't remember about that. But I do remember that 

the ship came into it and the essence of it was to 

get money from Incrumah. 

MG : And the ship would take refugees and to bear explosives 

(137) 

LR: I don't know about the refugee thing at all. This doesn't 

seem to ring a bell, it might have been a part of it, but 

certainly explosives. Then we'd be landed there and start 

blowing up islands and all that sort of thing. I must 

look up and see if I can find that letter. It should be ~ 

there. So I go to Coe in order to meet Bergemah and put 

the proposition to him. And what I remember clearly is 

Bergemah, has this appointment with me and I'm with him 

and I think Adam Coe might have been there at the time, 

I don't know, and Bergemah incidentally, very intelligent 

man, very much more conservative in his views than 

Incrurnah and when I put crisply the idea "we want money" 



and I must have mentioned a figure 1 I don't know. Anyhow 

when I mentioned that the purpose of this was to take v:io1at: 

action in order to put me into apartheid. We'd 

been using constitution means we now want to use violent t 

and Bergemah obviously didn't like it at a ll . He made it 

quite clear, he said "you know" he talked like a good sort ti 

old fashioned English Liberal, of course we hated 

apartheid, violence only leads to more violence, you know . 

So, I said anyhow, I would appreciate it very much if 

he would get in touch with the President and he picked up 

the phone and he talked and I heard him (in whatever 

language it was) and I heard him say "bombs, bombs". 

And the next thing that happened was, that I must have 

got in touch with John, he arrived. 

Y. 

MG: So you would have written to John saying "things were 

promising" 

LR : Probably , yes. I might have a copy of that letter, that 

I can't remember, but I know that the next thing was that 

John arrived andQ)-et the money and I hand it to John. 

LR: In the President's Office. 

MG: Here it i s, here's a cheque. 

( 



MG: Within a short time. 

LR: Oh! yes 

MG : Weeks or months? 

LR: I can't remember that. But I think it must have been 

within weeks, oh! I think so. I don't think we let it drag 

on, this was something urgent . And John was pressing, John 

wanted to get on with it. As it emerges later , I think 

what he was mainly interested in was to get money in his 

own bloody pocket. As far as I'm concerned John turned out 

to be a ruddy crook of the worst kind. I don't hesitate to 

say that . 

MG : Sad!! 

LR: lie was a very charming person, but anyhow, I'll say more 

about that later. So the money arrived, it must have been 

weeks. We get this money and right, now the next thing 

I remember is I left . 

MG : Now, John is staying is Ghana fairly long or just a short 

visit? He picks up the cheque .... 

LR: He tells me about the ship, that he's been in touch with 

someone , and he described the ship and it was lying 

'( 



i n Southhampton and he had a name for it 

MG: Talkworth. 

LR: That's right, that's right. 

MG: So you already had that all lined up? 

LR: Oh! yes 

MG: In 1960. 

LR: 

~ 

I think so, yes. 

12 months . . . 

Now I may be wrong about that it might be 

But the money was certainly made available and Incrumah 

obviously had no doubts about supporting this and he was 

ready with money. 

MG: Now, it was 15,000 Engl.ish pounds I hear? 

LR: Is that what it was? 

MG: That's what John Lang remembers, that he says he got 15,000 

the first round. 

LR: Well that is what he asked for . If he had asked for 

)( 

~ 



50,000, he might have gotten it . I remember being told by 

one of the Premier's cabinet ministers after he had been 

ousted, you see, and he was very sympathetic. He said 

Incrumbah didn't 

have any idea, he was President and money grew on trees. 

However, 15,000 pounds was probably enough. 

Now the next thing I remember under that heading is 

I didn't feel that I was involved in this thing at all. 

I'm a scholar and I've written the constitution and 

government have gone and I am working on the second 

edition and I've been offered an appointment at the 

Queen's University, Belfast and all that sort of thing . 

But anyhow, I'll get back to this. There 1 s John 

living in great style in Gayfair Lodge in Gayfair Lodge, _..... ___ ______ 
Westminster. Lovely home with Brenda and his three 

children, lovely children. I like Brenda very much. 

And he was obviously rotten with money, I mean entertained 

i n great style, took you out you see, and then I heard 

about this ship near the Port. 

MG: You visited in London from time to time then to meet with 

him? 

LR: Oh! no, the point is that I had been living in London then. 



MG: You had moved. 

LR: Yes , I lived in London in '61 . I'd been offered this 

appointment at the Queen's University , Belfast. We stay in 

London for awhile, I go up to Belfast, was in Belfast for a 

year and so I'm shuttling between Belfast and London and 

this is when we see a lot of John and let's get the dates 

right because we all go Pearl, Martin is with us, we all 

go to the States to take up my appointment i ® 

MG: That's '62, alright. 

MG: Month? 

LR ! Late, September or October. ~, 

LR: But now we actually did a trip to the States before then, 

now what was the occasion for that, because , I tell you this 

had something to do with the Liberal Party. The question 

of raising money for the Liberal Party. 

MG: Sure, that was a big issue at that time . 

LR: That's right, * (241) ??? was involved. ------ ----

meetings and so on, and I think John had something to do 

with providing the money for that too . 



I would go over and we spent a couple of weeks there and 

in the meantime I and John, and the next thing I remember 

relates to the ship, is that John comes to me and 

he needs more money . That ' s right. -------
MG: In '62. 

LR: That's right, you see he needs more money, he got some 

pretty plausible story about the ~pper at the bottom of the 

boat. 

MG: That's right he had to have a copper bottom for the boat . 

LR: That's right we laughed about it afterward. 

Anyhow, he needs more money. Now what I do remember is that 

I agreed to write another letter to Incrumah personally 

asking for more money. 

I must have given John a copy of the letter or perhaps he 

typed out the letter, I don't remember but I do know that 

I signed the letter to Incrumah asking for more money 1 

but we never got it . --
MG: He never got it? 

Because he said to me he got a second round of money . 

LR: Oh! he did get a second round. 

X 



MG : He says he got 9,000 pounds the second time 

LR: Oh! well maybe I'm wrong , 

MG : Now maybe he got it through you or maybe it was some other. 

LR ~ I'm probably wrong No he wouldn't have gotten it any other 

way. He probably did get it and there might have been a 

third time . ----· 
MG: Yes, 

LR: And then I began to become suspicious of him . 

MG : So you were not suspicious at the beginning at all ? 

LR : No, not at all . 

It seemed to me that , you know that John was given t o 

enthusiasm . 

MG: Yes. and he was a big adventurer. 

LR: That's right. 

So he may have got more money. 

MG: It may have been in response to your letter or may not have 

been. 



LR : That's right. So now that you say that, yes he got a second 

amount and it was when he asked for the third amount that I 

began to £eel suspicious. Incrumah didn't even ask for that 

letter and the other thing that intervened then was that 

I think things were building up against Incrumah. 

When was Iocrumah ousted? Must have been in the 66? 

MG: Must have been earlier I think. 

LR: Anyway I think that's part of the story. 

Anyhow, what it boils down to is the 15,000 and the 9,000 

and an attempt to get more and now I begin to say "now when 

is this happening? Because the boat's there and John is 

full of bloody big talk_ He's got a hell of a lot of money 

because one of the things I remember is incidentally we're 

in touch with John Collins and John has organized things so 

that he is the sort of advisor to Collins. 

MG: Oh! there was a bit of trouble around that time. Do you 

remember what that story was? 

LR: Well Collins just wrote him off . 

MG: There was some story about John having maybe fiddled 

something. 

LR: That's right , I think so. 



LR: Anyhow, I recall that evidence is supported my statement 

that John was throwing money around I remember I was staying 

with him, so I'd be going in from Westminster to Aimincourt 

to see John Collins, you know, discussing various apartheid 

things. We would be going to Simpson's for lunch which we 

did regularly. And John would take our a handful of half 

crowns and give them to me "you know" for the taxi and for 

tips and so on. 

MG: But you didn't have any sense of his earning all the money 

in England as a lawyer. 

LR: By then, you see, I have said to myself and you know I had 

busy practice and I I've dealt with all kinds of crooks, and 

I said to myself, well you know he's a bit of an operator . 

MG: Yes, yes. 

You know, here is a very Christian kind of guy, he' s a 

practicing Christian. 

LR: Oh! he's a Presbyter . Oh yes a big shot. 

MG: Oh! to reconcile all that. 

LR: So there he is and I think at that stage, Magnus, I began to 

wonder "what's really going onn. And I must say I wish I 

had Neville around because Neville could have got to the 



depths of this straight away. But I wasn't seeing much of 

Neville then. I forget where Neville was . Mind you he was 

at London University. 

MG : But you don't remember hearing from Neville any stories 

at all "this was a bit smelly"? 

South Africa in 60 ... 

He was actually in 

LG: Neville was in South Africa and you know he was nearly 

arrested and so on ... I think that came a bit later . . .. 

Anyhow, I now reach a stage when I'm beginning to say 

to myself "now really what is John up to?" I thought he 

was just a bit of an adventurer, but he takes me down to 

see the boat. 

MG : Oh! he does!!! 

LR: Oh! yes, and I see it and it's all there. And then . ... . 

MG: Does he tell you his plans for this boat at all? 

LR: Yes, but I wasn't a participant in this, I just 

helped him to get money. 

MG: No, and your not a member of the ARM. 

LR; No, I'm not participating. 



I "ve helped him to get the money, this is why I'm so 

important to him. I suppose he's always hoping that I might 

still get some more money. But I then begin to wonder 

what's going to happen, and I think what happens then, 

Magnus, is that I leave and I go to the States in 1 62 

and I lose touch. 

MG: And you lose touch with things. 

LR: Now my next contact with anything like the ARM is, you 

know Neville is involved in it. 

MG: Yes . Which is while you are in the States. 

LR: Yes, I'm in the States already and this is when the 

first time I really realise that Neville is involved in 

it is we are in California. I visited UCLA. I was 

on a visiting Professorship in 1968. 

MG: That's much later. That's four years later, because t h e 

Johannesburg station in '64. So your learning of 

Nev's involvement would either be '64 when he ran into 

trouble and was almost arrested or maybe slightly 

earlier. 

LR: 011! 

rr 



MG : It would have been two years after you went to the 

States . 

LR; Well I probably got the date wrong, but what I am 

talking about is an occasion when we are in California, 

Pearl and I and I know what is was, you are quite right, 

it was '64 and I'm not visiting at the University, I am 

doing a thing for a pre-school programme, at the University 

of Berkeley. 

MG : Really! 

LR: And we are there 1964 and I am talking to this group of 

American s t udents. You know briefing them on pre-school 

programmes for Ghana. 

spend at this place. 

A wonderful place. 

MG: Not down in Big Sir. 

There's a weekend where we go and 

What the h ... is the name of it. 

LR : No, not Big Sir. Near Sanfrancisco. Anyway whatever it is 

we are spending a weekend there and we are living in a flat 

which we had taken over from a student who was away and 

Pearl and 1 come in and we get i n on the Monday morning 

and the phone rings. Leo Lovell was on the phone and 

he is an old friend . He is Swazi Land now and he rings and 

he says "I've been trying to get you, where the hell have 



you been11
, I didn't want you to pick it up in the newspapers 

but Neville has been arrested. He's been stopped at the 

boarder and he's in the hands of the Portuguese Police. Now 

I remember that very clearly, the worst bloody .... 

MG: What a shocker. 

LR~ I remember now, it was the 5th of August, it was my birthday 

and so I immediately go into action. I first wanted to get 

Colin Legion and Colin unfortunately is on holidays, 

Scotland. However, I eventually get his number and I get 

a message to him. I want protest from the British 

Government, you see. Because I'm a British subject, I'm 

a British nationality and I'm in America's world. I'm a 

resident alien so I've dual status, I've got the British 

Government behind me and the American Government. So I 

then get in touch with ... I have a sister who is living in 

London and her member of parliament is Lord Carrington. 

And she gets in touch with him. And then I get in touch 

with a chap called Jesse McKnight of the State Department 

and I tell him the story and he says "certainly, we will 

do whatever we can. You know they're all for anti-apartheid 

stuff and so on and he says to me we'll fire a small shot. 

I then phone the Portuguese Consulate and I read him 

him the riot act, I tell him that I am a British subject 

and I'm an American citizen, I have citizenship rights in 

America and I want to tell you that if you don't release 



my son, you can tell your Government they are going to be 

in big trouble. 

MG ; That's wonderful. 

LR; And he starts, but I'm not to . . . ... I said I don 1 t care 

who's responsible, but I'm just telling you what that 

I've just had a message from Mr. McKnight of the State 

Dept. and all this sort of thing. And eventually 

you know ..... 

MG: Yes, I'm sure that pressure made an enormous difference. 

LR: Well, eventually he was released. Now, Leo Lovell later 

"this is very interesting", tells me that he is very 

disappointed in Neville because he was under the impression 

that Neville was completely innocent* .... . . (437) .... . 

and Neville was a* . ....... (438) of the African Resistance 

Movement and Neville. When I spoke to Neville about this 

Neville said "well he seems only interested in the political 

side". 

MG: He would never, of course, tell the truth. He was, of 

course, never involved in any action or anything. He 

recruited people. 

LR: That's right, well this of course is what Neville said to 



Leo Lovell. So my reaction from then on you see is, because 

of Neville's experience I 1 m becoming a bit ambivalent 

about this whole idea of African Resistance. 

And of course, as far as John Lang is concerned, I write him 

off completely. 

MG: No more contact. 

LR: Oh! yes , I decide that he's just a crook. 

MG: Because you cannot account for the amount of money. 

LR: That's right. 

MG: Neville says he cannot account for it either. 

LR: That's right. 

MG: The money has not come back to South Africa . 

LR: You see, my reaction Magnus is a very simple one. 

I'm bloody well vexed because he's made a monkey 

out of me. I'm an old and a good friend and he 

used me in order to steal the money 

So I write him off. 

MG ; And you've never come across any other account 



that the guy bought a plane or a boat and this is what 

makes the whole business add up . 

LR : No , never, nothing. 

MG: Nothing that would make the amount add up . 

LR: No not a word of that . 

All this is absolutely new to me, I never took the slightest 

interest in the precise figures . All I did was to be the 

instrument to get him this money and the other thing is that 

I came to the conclusion because of what was happening 

or what didn't happen that I was being taken for a ride and 

Chis man was a crook. Re used us. Originally he would 

do something, but whatever happened in the meantime, he 

just pocketed the money . And I suppose he sold the ship 

eventually. Do you know what happened to the ship? 

MG: Yes, he did sell the ship. They actually sent it out into 

the ocean at one point. 

LR: Oh ! they did send it out . 

MG : Yes, they had some cockamamie arrangement of going down to 

the East coast and there was talk of rescuing Mandella 

from Rawland Island . 



LR: Well, you see this was typical of John Lang's stuff. This 

was his line * . ............ .. ... . ........ . .... . ... . ... . .. . 

(484). he may even believe it himself and then he would 

have drowned in it. But in the meanwhile, money means 

nothing and it goes into his pocket and he's having a 

bloody good time. 

MG: There's a lot of suspicion about that, there's noone 

neither Randolph can account for it. I mean Randolph 

thinks the same thing. The Berman's which you must 

have know. 

LR: Of course, Monty, yes. 

Very close friends of John's. 

They don't know where money went either . 

So John obviously kept, I mean unless the boat cost 

30,000 pounds or whatever it is, it is very hard to tell, 

but the Bermans also have no idea where that money went . 

Now interestingly enough, Brenda Lang who is very upset 

about the allegations said he pocketed this. She says so. 

LR: Oht What does she think happened to the money? 

MG : I don't know. He is very very ill at the moment . And I 

didn't feel I could press . His voice is so weak it was 

hard to get the interview finished. 



LR: I'm very sorry to hear that , because you know I still 

have a lingering soft spot for him. Let me tell you 

I intended to forgive him. In 1979 I'll give you proof . 

And I saw him, in Nairobi . Yes I stayed with bim and he 

was as usual his generous self, I booked in at the 

Northbrook Hotel and he phoned and said 11 I'm coming to 

pick you up tomorrow11 and I stayed in his home with 

Brenda . I don ' t think we mentioned .. .. . . 

MG: Never talked about any of it at all . 

LR : And the next thing, I think I saw him in 1983, I visited 

Kenya. Yes I saw him again then and then the next time 

I heard from him at all was when he telephoned we sent 

him an invitation to the wedding. 

MG: Oh! you did . 

LR: And he telephoned. Unfortunately I was out when I got the 

message. 

MG: So you couldn't talk to him. 

LR : So I sent him a telegram thanking him. Then I got a letter 

from him, telling me that he had been very ill. 

LR : And you say he is really very serious. 



MG: Oh! he can't walk without sticks and he stumbles along and 

he's got this terrible infection in a British hospital, 

which was totally unnecessary. In the course of an 

operation, which of course lead to another operation . 

LR: Well, of course, you know he was neglecting himself 

very badly, he was drinking very heavily. 

MG: Well, he was in bad shape . He's a big man, but he is 

very weak now and sad to see him as I remember him as 

a very charismatic figure. 

LR ; But now he seemed to be, when I saw him in 1979, seemed 

to be very well off. I asked him what his business 

was . 

MG: He had that lovely big house. 

LR: Oh! yes, 

MG: Up on the hill 1 above Nairobi. 

LR: Wonderful, colonial home, yes. Living in the lap of 

luxury. Wonderful meals he arranged, he'd been over 

to New York and come back with a whole bloody slice of 

this pickled meat, I forget what it's called now. 



MG: Pastrami! 

LR: That's right "Pastrami" a whole bloody "pastrami". 

And that kind of thing, as generous as ever, lots of 

liquor and so on. Very good to his children. There 

was his daughter* .... . . . . . . . .. . . (555) and his son 

. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. ... . ... (556) and so on . So he was on 

top of the world financially. And Brenda very very 

happy, and they were the same as ever . 

MG: At the end of two days or three days ago I guess we 

were there for lunch and he was very weak he took us 

to the * . . .. ......... . .. . .... . .. . (562) Club and 

then . . 

LR: Yes, he bel onged to all the best clubs . 

MG: Indeed, and they we had our session, which I am still 

finding difficult to disentangle because his voice 

sinks so badly. And then we have another one which 

i s better but at the end of it the tape was off and 

Brenda said you I am very very upset about the 

allegations about money and about these allegations 

about him having pinched it . And I could've if I'd 

MG : been a top journalist, I would have said , well what 

were the allegations and how do you feel? And I 



didn't have the heart. Which is bad for a researcher . 

LR: Well, I can tell you something else, about this. 

This is not the onl y allegation, but it is fairly clear 

chat he embezzled money belonging to* .. . ............. . 

(578) the firm that he was with in Johannesburg . 

MG: Did he pay that off? 

LR: No, I don't think he did, I don't know. But I do know 

that there is no doubt at all that this was woman 

that it was her life's savings. 

MG: And this was presented to the Law Society or was this? 

LR: Now I am trying to remember the source of my information 

but I know that I accepted this and there seemed to be 

no doubt about it at all. 

MG: But he still went on practicing, so he must have 

paid or his firnt must have paid. 

LR: Oh! no, what happened was, he embezzles this money and 

he then left . 

MG : Immediately after, the embezzlement 



LR: Well 1 I don't know but he was no longer with the firm . 

MG: Because there was a story about the police coming to 

pick him up and then him going out of a bathroom window 

or something like that. Have you ever heard of that? 

LG ; This is typical of John. 

This is apropos of Brenda taking up the attitude that 

her husband couldn't do it, in fact she must have know 

that he was guilty of the embezzlement. 

When he was in practice as an attorney. 

MG: But she is a very lovely woman. 

LR: Oh! yes, delightful person . 

MG: Decent. But you know how people are, you convince 

yourself of certain things. 

This is really fascinating. Could I ask you one last thing? 

LR: Yes. 

This Lethbridge thing. I have your wonderful quote on my 

former colleague and friend Andrew Bears . 

* 

I • • • • • • • • _. ♦ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ♦ _. 

(622) but Bears is a fascinating human being. 



MG: Is he? 

LR: Oh! yes I knew him very well, he was a bloody gas 

and this is why he had natural sympathy for these young 

people. You see who were quite indecent. 

MG: He did? 

LR: Ohl yes "that's an insult . . . . ... . ............. (635) 

MG: That's gone down in absolute history. 

LR: Now the other· story about Lethbrige, now I remember him 

as a boy. He was Neville's closest friend. He was 

best man at Neville's wedding. 

MG: I didn't know he was best man at Neville's. Your joking, 

I knew he was at Luen's wedding. 

LR: Yes . 

MG: I didn't know they knew each other that well . 

LR: That's why Neville took it so badly. The other 

thing about Lethbridge, was I suppose you know. I've 

been told, I haven't verified this factually, but I've 

been told that in fact Letbbridge did was not to break 



him as a little bloody lemon, the bugger. I was a great 

admirer of his. 

LR: Very interesting. 

Well, finally on this question. I tried to get Neville 

to exercise a little Christian charity. The context is 

this: Lethbrige gets interested in a project at York 

University and involves a very close friend of mine 

in America Dick Strough. A very close friend. We were 

together at UCLA. 

MG : Good man . Yes 

LR: Brilliant man in the field of Political Science. 

Tapes ends at "counter number 704 " 
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